
Abstract. Background/Aim: To clarify the clinical significance
of measuring the mean corpuscular volume (MCV) of red
blood cells before applying neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC)
in patients with locally advanced esophageal squamous cell
carcinoma (ESCC) who will receive NAC followed by curative
resection. Patients and Methods: We retrospectively
investigated 169 eligible patients at the Kanagawa Cancer
Center between 2011-2018. The patients were divided into
high and low-MCV groups. The cutoff value of the MCV was
determined by the maximum χ2 statistic value on the log-rank
test and was set at 92.8 fl. Clinicopathological features and
outcomes were compared between the two groups. Results:
There was no significant association between the MCV and
clinicopathological features. Both five-year recurrence-free
survival (RFS) and overall survival (OS) in the high-MCV
group were significantly poorer than those in the low-MCV
group (RFS, p=0.026; OS, p=0.006). On multivariate
analysis, a high-MCV was an independent predictive survival
factor for RFS [hazard ratio (HR)=1.728; 95% confidence
interval (CI)=1.033-2.891; p=0.037] and OS (HR=1.836;
95%CI=1.002-3.365; p=0.049). Conclusion: Measurement of
the MCV before NAC may be a useful prognostic biomarker

in patients with locally advanced ESCC who will receive NAC
followed by curative resection.

Esophageal cancer is the seventh most common cancer and
the sixth leading cause of cancer-related deaths worldwide
(1). More than 600,000 new cases and an estimated
400,000 deaths are recorded annually worldwide (2). The
current standard treatment for locally advanced esophageal
squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC) is neoadjuvant
chemotherapy (NAC) followed by complete resection (3).
However, the prognosis of most patients with locally
advanced ESCC remains poor. Therefore, personalized
treatment using predictive biomarkers such as response to
chemotherapy or survival can be helpful to improve
outcomes in patients with locally advanced ESCC.

Mean corpuscular volume (MCV) is an index that
describes the average volume of a red blood cell (RBC)
and is one of the most commonly used clinical
hematological parameters. MCV is associated with
alcoholic polydipsia. It was reported that alcoholic
polydipsia often decreases folic acid and vitamin B12
levels due to poor intake of folic acid and increased
urinary excretion (4, 5). This mechanism inhibits the
maturation of, and so weakens, blood cells. In addition,
folic acid deficiency promotes hemolysis, lowering the
RBC count, and so increasing the MCV. Thus, the MCV is
commonly used to detect megaloblastic anemia due to
vitamin B12 and folic acid deficiency (6, 7). The
predictive role of the MCV in various solid tumors has
received increasing attention in recent years. A high MCV
is reportedly relevant to the incidence and prognosis of
several malignancies, including esophageal cancer (8-11). 

Since the MCV varies before and after chemotherapy (12,
13), it is unclear whether pre-treatment MCV can be useful
as a biomarker for ESCC patients receiving NAC. Previous
studies have reported that pre-treatment MCV is useful in
predicting response to chemoradiotherapy (14).
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In this study, we aimed to investigate whether measuring the
MCV before NAC might be a prognostic biomarker in ESCC
patients who will receive NAC followed by curative resection.

Patients and Methods

Ethical approval. Approval was obtained from the Institutional
Review Board of the Kanagawa Cancer Center before the initiation
of this study (approval number: 2021 epidemiological study-3).
Written informed consent for using clinical data without identifying
personal information was obtained from each patient before surgery.

Patients. We retrospectively investigated consecutive patients with
esophageal cancer who had undergone esophagectomy at the
Kanagawa Cancer Center between January 2011-December 2018.

The inclusion criteria were as follows: 1) histologically proven
primary ESCC located in the thoracic esophagus, 2) clinical stage
II or III disease diagnosed according to the 8th edition of the Union
for International Cancer Control TNM classification (15), and 3)
history of NAC with cisplatin and 5-fluorouracil followed by
complete resection (R0) with radical lymphadenectomy. The
exclusion criteria were as follows: 1) history of NAC with agents
other than cisplatin and 5-fluorouracil or history of
chemoradiotherapy, 2) history of incomplete (R1 or R2) resection,
and 3) history of esophagectomy as a salvage treatment. 

Treatment procedure. As per the protocol of the Japan Clinical
Oncology Group 9907 study, NAC was administered to patients with
esophageal cancer stage II or III, prior to surgery (3, 16). Cisplatin and
5-fluorouracil were administered as neoadjuvant treatments twice
every three weeks. Surgical resection was performed four to six weeks
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Table I. Association between preoperative mean corpuscular volume and clinicopathological features.

   All patients Pre-treatment MCV p-value
   (n=169)
   High (n=112) Low (n=57)

Age (years), median (IQR) 67 (45-78) 66.5 (48-78) 67 (45-78)                      0.192
Sex                               0.004
   Female 32 (18.9%) 14 (12.5%) 18 (31.6%)                       
   Male 137 (81.1%) 98 (87.5%) 39 (68.4%)                       
BMI, median (IQR) 21.2 (13.7-28.9) 21.1 (13.7-28.9) 21.4 (15.0-27.6)                 0.621
ASA-PS                               1.000
   1 21 (12.4%) 14 (12.5%) 7 (12.3%)                        
   2 145 (85.8%) 95 (84.8%) 50 (87.7%)                       
   3 3 (1.8%) 3 (2.7%) 0 (0.0%)                         
Tumor location                               0.170
   Ut 24 (14.2%) 19 (17.0%) 5 (8.8%)                         
   Mt 90 (53.3%) 54 (48.2%) 36 (63.2%)                       
   Lt 55 (32.5%) 39 (34.8%) 16 (28.1%)                       
cT factor                               0.733
   T1 7 (4.1%) 1 (0.9%) 6 (10.5%)                        
   T2 50 (29.6%) 38 (33.9%) 12 (21.1%)                       
   T3 112 (66.3%) 73 (65.2%) 39 (68.4%)                       
cN factor                               0.324
   N0 68 (40.2%) 42 (37.5%) 26 (45.6%)                       
   N1 97 (57.4%) 69 (61.6%) 28 (49.1%)                       
   N2 4 (2.4%) 1 (0.9%) 3 (5.3%)                         
   N3 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%)                         
cStage                               0.100
   II 97 (57.4%) 59 (52.7%) 38 (66.7%)                       
   III 72 (42.6%) 53 (47.3%) 19 (33.3%)                       
Pathological response                               0.473
   0 7 (4.1%) 5 (4.5%) 2 (3.5%)                         
   1a 89 (52.7%) 57 (50.9%) 32 (56.1%)                       
   1b 24 (14.2%) 15 (13.4%) 9 (15.8%)                        
   2 41 (24.3%) 29 (25.9%) 12 (21.1%)                       
   3 8 (4.7%) 6 (5.4%) 2 (3.5%)                         
Postoperative infectious complications                               0.327
   Grade I or none 94 (55.6%) 59 (52.7%) 35 (61.4%)                       
   Grade II or higher 75 (44.4%) 53 (47.3%) 22 (38.6%)                       

MCV: Mean corpuscular volume; IQR: interquartile range; BMI: body mass index; ASA-PS: American Society of Anesthesiologists Physical Status;
Mt: middle thoracal esophagus; Ut: upper thoracal esophagus; cT factor: clinical T factor; cN factor: clinical N factor; cStage: clinical stage.
Statistically significant p-Values are shown in bold.



after completing chemotherapy, using standard procedure techniques.
The first consists of an open subtotal esophagectomy via right
thoracotomy, while the second is a thoracoscopic subtotal
esophagectomy with reconstruction using a gastric tube put through
the retrosternal route or posterior mediastinal route, with anastomosis
through the cervical incision. Although a three-field lymphadenectomy
is generally performed, a two-field lymphadenectomy is selected for
ESCC located in the lower thoracic or abdominal esophagus. We
routinely constructed a feeding tube into the stomach or duodenum,
and enteral nutrition was initiated. Follow-up after surgery was

performed every three months during the first year, and every six
months for the subsequent two to five years. Physical examinations,
blood chemistry, including tumor markers, and computed tomography
scans from the neck to the abdomen were performed to evaluate the
recurrence of esophageal cancer. When recurrence was suspected,
additional imaging studies, such as positron emission tomography,
were performed.

Data collection. All clinical, surgical, pathological, and survival
data were retrospectively collected from the clinical databases and
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Figure 1. Kaplan-Meier curves for recurrence-free survival and overall survival according to MCV level. (A) The 5-year RFS rate was significantly
lower in the high-MCV group than in the low-MCV group (42.1% vs. 63.3%, p=0.026, log-rank test). (B) The 5-year OS rate was significantly
lower in the high-MCV group than in the low-MCV group (52.0% vs. 72.4%, p=0.006, log-rank test).

Figure 2. Kaplan-Meier curves for recurrence-free survival by pathological response. (A) In responders, the 5-year RFS rate was not significantly
different between the high- and low-MCV groups (58.0% vs. 84.4%, p=0.148, using the log-rank test). (B) In non-responders, the 5-year RFS rate
was significantly lower in the high-MCV group than in the low-MCV group (34.8% vs. 56.6%, p=0.036, log-rank test).



records. Data on body mass index (BMI) and physical status, as
defined by the American Society of Anesthesiologists, were
routinely collected before neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy.
Postoperative infectious complications that occurred during
hospitalization or within 30 days of surgery were retrospectively
identified from the patients’ medical records, and were defined as
grade II or higher in severity using the Clavien-Dindo
Classification (17), which identified specific factors including
anastomotic leakage, pneumonia, abdominal abscess, surgical site
infection, and pyothorax. 

The pathological response to chemotherapy was assessed using
the Japan Esophageal Society pathological criteria for the effects of
chemotherapy (18). This pathological response was classified into
six categories according to the proportion of viable cancer cells to
the necrotic and degenerated cells in the tumor: in grade 3, no viable
cancer cells are evident; in grade 2, viable cancer cells account for
less than 1/3 of tumor tissue, while other cancer cells are severely
degenerated or necrotic; in grade 1b, viable cancer cells account for
1/3 or more, but less than 2/3 of tumor tissue; in grade 1a, viable
cancer cells account for 2/3 or more of tumor tissue; and in grade

0, there is no evidence of cytological or histological therapeutic
effect. Patients were defined as responders when the histological
grade was 2 or 3, and as non-responders when the grade was 0, 1a,
or 1b. 

Blood tests. MCV was calculated by dividing the hematocrit level
by the RBC count. Laboratory factors, including pre-treatment
serum MCV, were obtained within three days of initiating NAC. We
determined the optimal cutoff value for the MCV for recurrence-
free survival (RFS) using X-tile software (version 3.6.1; Yale School
of Medicine, New Haven, CT, USA) (19). X-tile plots present a new
tool for the assessment of biological relationships between a
biomarker and outcome, and the discovery of population cutoffs
based on marker expression. X-tile software can be used to divide
patients into subgroups (e.g., tertiles and quartiles) by determining
the optimal cutoff points of a continuous or categorical variable
based on the maximum χ2 statistic value on the log-rank test. The
optimal cutoff value for the MCV for recurrence was determined as
92.8 fl. Patients with an MCV of <92.8 and ³92.8 fl were classified
into the low-MCV and high-MCV groups, respectively. 
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Table II. Univariate and multivariate analyses for recurrence-free survival.

Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis

   No. of patients HR 95%CI p-Value HR 95%CI p-Value

Age (years)                                                                 0.935                           
   <67                                              78 1                                                     
   ≥67                                              91 1.018 0.661-1.568                                           
Sex                                                                              0.116                           
   Female                                        32 1                                                     
   Male                                          137 1.634 0.886-3.014                                           
BMI                                                                             0.089                           
   ≥22                                              69 1                                                     
   <22                                            100 1.481 0.943-2.326                                           
ASA-PS                                                                      0.312                           
   1                                                   21 1                                                     
   2/3                                              148 1.457 0.703-3.022                                           
Main tumor location                                                  0.543                           
   Lt/Mt                                         145 1                                                     
   Ut                                                 24 1.195 0.672-2.125                                           
cT factor                                                                   <0.001                        0.026
   T1/2                                             57 1                           1                           
   T3                                              112 2.641 1.547-4.508                 3.165 1.147-8.731                
cN factor                                                                   <0.001                        0.015
   N0                                                68 1                           1                           
   N1/2/3                                       101 2.774 1.688-4.558                 3.692 1.293-10.540               
cStage                                                                         0.001                        0.310
   II                                                  97 1                           1                           
   III                                                 72 4.570 1.847-11.31                 0.536 0.161-1.788                
Pathological response                                                0.003                        0.013
   ≥2                                                49 1                           1                           
   <2                                              120 2.332 1.333-4.082                 2.080 1.169-3.702                
MCV (fl)                                                                     0.028                        0.021
   <92.8                                           57 1                           1                           
   ≥92.8                                         112 1.760 1.064-2.911                 1.836 1.096-3.076                

HR: Hazard ratio; CI: confidence interval; BMI: body mass index; ASA-PS: American Society of Anesthesiologists Physical Status; Lt: lower
thoracal esophagus; Mt: middle thoracal esophagus; Ut: upper thoracal esophagus; cT factor: clinical T factor; cN factor: clinical N factor; cStage:
clinical stage; MCV: mean corpuscular volume. Statistically significant p-Values are shown in bold.



Statistical analyses. We compared patient characteristics using Fisher’s
exact test and the chi-square test. We defined overall survival (OS) as
the time from starting the NAC to death from any cause, and RFS as
the time from starting the NAC to the detection of recurrence or death,
whichever came first. We discontinued data collection for patients who
had not experienced an event until the date of their last follow-up visit.
The survival rate was analyzed by plotting the Kaplan-Meier graph
and differences in survival rates were assessed using the log-rank test.
Univariate and multivariate analyses using a Cox proportional-hazards
regression model were performed to explore prognostic factors for
survival. All statistical analyses were performed using EZR ver. 1.37
(Jichi University, Tochigi, Japan) (20). All two-sided p-values of <0.05
were considered as statistically significant.

Results
Patient characteristics. A total of 193 patients were diagnosed
with ESCC stage II or III between January 2011 and
December 2018. Of these, 24 patients were excluded from the

study: nine patients received chemoradiotherapy, nine received
chemotherapy with triplet regimens during clinical trials, five
underwent noncurative resection, and one had neuroendocrine
carcinoma as the pathological diagnosis. Ultimately, 169
patients were included in this study, and among them, 112 and
57 patients were classified into the high-MCV and low-MCV
groups, respectively. The median follow-up period was 46.40
[interquartile range (IQR)=4.70-121.27] months. The
associations between the MCV and clinicopathological
features are summarized in Table I. There were no differences
between the two groups, except for sex (p=0.004). 

Survival analysis. The 5-year RFS rate was significantly lower
in the high-MCV group than in the low-MCV group (42.1%
vs. 63.3%, p=0.026; Figure 1). The univariate analysis revealed
clinical T factor, clinical N factor, clinical stage, pathological
response, and the MCV as significant factors for RFS. The
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Table III. Univariate and multivariate analyses for overall survival.

Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis

   No. of patients HR 95%CI p-Value HR 95%CI p-Value

Age (years)                                                                 0.434                           
   <67                                              78 1                                                     
   ≥67                                              91 1.206 0.755-1.928                                           
Sex                                                                              0.040                        0.286
   Female                                        32 1                           1                           
   Male                                          137 2.160 1.035-4.510                 1.523 0.703-3.297                
BMI                                                                             0.192                           
   ≥22                                              69 1                                                     
   <22                                            100 1.380 0.851-2.238                                           
ASA-PS                                                                      0.291                           
   1                                                   21 1                                                     
   2/3                                              148 1.523 0.698-3.325                                           
Tumor location                                                           0.615                           
   Lt/Mt                                         145 1                                                     
   Ut                                                 24 0.836 0.415-1.683                                           
cT factor                                                                     0.003                        0.373
   T1/2                                             57 1                           1                           
   T3                                              112 2.361 1.334-4.179                 1.593 0.572-4.433                
cN factor                                                                   <0.001                        0.209
   N0                                                68 1                           1                           
   N1/2/3                                       101 3.098 1.771-5.421                 1.956 0.686-5.574                
cStage                                                                         0.011                        0.594
   II                                                  97 1                           1                           
   III                                                 72 3.386 2.074-5.526                 1.411 0.398-4.999                
Pathological response                                                0.039                        0.192
   ≥2                                                49 1                           1                           
   <2                                              120 1.824 1.031-3.226                 1.487 0.820-2.698                
MCV (fl)                                                                     0.007                        0.033
   <92.8                                           57 1                           1                           
   ≥92.8                                         112 2.235 1.245-4.011                 1.943 1.055-3.579                

HR: Hazard ratio; CI: confidence interval; BMI: body mass index; ASA-PS: American Society of Anesthesiologists Physical Status; Lt: lower
thoracal esophagus; Mt: middle thoracal esophagus; Ut: upper thoracal esophagus; cT factor: clinical T factor; cN factor: clinical N factor; cStage:
clinical Stage; MCV: mean corpuscular volume. Statistically significant p-Values are shown in bold.



multivariate analysis revealed clinical T factor, clinical N
factor, pathological response, and the MCV as independent
predictive factors for RFS (Table II). The 5-year OS rate was
significantly lower in the high-MCV group than in the low-
MCV group (52.0% vs. 72.4%, p=0.006; Figure 2). In the
univariate analysis, sex, clinical T factor, clinical N factor,
clinical stage, pathological response, and the MCV were
significant factors for OS. In the multivariate analysis, only the
MCV was an independent predictive factor for OS (Table III). 

RFS and OS stratified by pathological response. The RFS
and OS curves stratified by pathological response are shown
in Figure 1B and C, respectively. In responders, the 5-year
RFS rate was not significantly different between the high-
and low-MCV groups (58.0% vs. 84.4%, p=0.148; Figure
2A). In non-responders, the 5-year RFS rate was
significantly lower in the high-MCV group than in the low-
MCV group (34.8% vs. 56.6%, p=0.036; Figure 2B). In
responders, the 5-year OS rate was not significantly different
between the high- and low-MCV groups (64.0% vs. 80.2%,
p=0.189; Figure 3A). In non-responders, the 5-year OS rate
was significantly lower in the high-MCV group than in the
low-MCV group (46.8% vs. 70.1%, p=0.009; Figure 3B).

Discussion

This study demonstrated that a high MCV prior to NAC is
an independent factor for poorer survival, in terms of both
RFS and OS, in patients with locally advanced ESCC. The

significant finding of this study was that measuring the MCV
before NAC may be an effective predictor of recurrence and
survival in patients with advanced ESCC. Furthermore,
stratification of the data based on the NAC response rate
indicated that a high MCV is associated with poorer RFS and
OS only in non-responders but not in responders. Our results
suggest that the negative survival impact of the MCV may
be negligible in patients with advanced ESCC who
responded to NAC.

As for why the MCV is an important factor for survival
in patients with advanced ESCC, it was reported that Folic
acid deficiency, reflected by the MCV, is involved in
inactivating tumor suppressor genes by causing abnormal
DNA methylation (21, 22). However, these previous
studies did not consider the effects of NAC with 5-
fluorouracil. There are several reports on the relationship
between chemotherapy with 5-fluorouracil and the MCV.
Jung et al. (14) and Karvellas et al. (23) reported an
increase in the MCV of RBCs after therapy with 5-
fluorouracil. Furthermore, Wenzel et al. (24) reported that
an increased MCV, without concomitant anemia, in
patients receiving 5-fluorouracil might be due to 5-
fluorouracil-induced thymidylate synthase (TS) inhibition
in erythroid precursor cells. The cytotoxic activity of
FdUMP, which was produced by the metabolism of 5-
fluorouracil, depends on TS inhibition, leading to defective
DNA synthesis. The increase in the MCV tended to be
higher in patients with tumor remission or stable disease
than in patients with tumor progression. Thus, we
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Figure 3. Kaplan-Meier curves for overall survival by pathological response. (A) In responders, the 5-year OS rate was not significantly different
between the high- and low-MCV groups (64.0% vs. 80.2%, p=0.189, using the log-rank test). (B) In non-responders, the 5-year OS rate was
significantly lower in the high-MCV group than in the low-MCV group (46.8% vs. 70.1%, p=0.009, using the log-rank test).



considered it rational to measure the MCV immediately
before NAC and examined whether it was associated with
outcomes in ESCC patients.

As a standard treatment for advanced ESCC, NAC, or
preoperative adjuvant radiochemotherapy has been
performed globally, and 5-fluorouracil is used in both
regimens. Folic acid levels are related to the effects of 5-
fluorouracil on ESCC, and are reflected in the MCV.
Although Li et al. (16) reported that the therapeutic effect of
concurrent chemoradiotherapy may differ depending on the
pre-treatment MCV levels, the MCV was not related to the
pathological response in this study. However, when we
stratified the patients according to the pathological response
to NAC and investigated the association between
pathological response and survival, the MCV was associated
with RFS and OS only in pathological non-responders to
NAC and not in responders. This suggests that the cytotoxic
effects of NAC on micrometastasis might exceed the
negative survival effects of high MCV, which was reported
in previous studies.

This study has several limitations. First, this was a
retrospective study at a single institution, and the number of
patients was relatively small. We cannot deny the possibility
that our findings could have been observed by chance.
Therefore, a prospective multicenter study is required. Second,
this study was conducted over a relatively long period, from
2011-2018, which can be associated with historical biases in
treatment strategies and perioperative management, dictating
the short-term and prognostic outcomes after esophagectomy.
Third, the most accurate optimal cutoff value of the MCV
remains unknown. Although we determined the optimal cutoff
value of the MCV for RFS using the X-tile software in this
study, previous studies employed different cutoff values.
Furthermore, changes in the MCV before and after
chemotherapy, and difference in the degree of change in the
MCV due to therapeutic effects, have been reported.

In conclusion, measuring the MCV before NAC may be a
useful prognostic biomarker in patients with locally advanced
ESCC who will receive NAC followed by curative resection. 
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